Agenda
9:15 – 9:45

SuperStars bring to you
Arrival for Tea, Coffee and Pastries

Will Hussey with Brand New Key Note...

9:45 – 10:00 Welcome and Introductions

11:45 – 13:00 Embedding Transformational Mindsets Key Note

Embedding
Transformational
Mindsets in your School

13:00 – 13:15 Close

from

10:00 – 11:15 Embedding Transformational Mindsets Key Note
11:15 – 11:45 Tea, Coffee and Brunch

Why you
need to attend!
Key note: Will
Hussey
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March 17th 2020
The Barn
at Berkeley
9:15-13:15

Nice Words about Will
“Will is a fine orator, and creative and winning presenter, who can turn his hand to a wide range
of improvement situations...

“‘Fantastic such a brilliant presentation!’…’Inspiring and
passionate!’…’Outstanding!’…’Inspirational and humorous!’

"What a wonderful alternative to the stultifying predictabilities of WALT and WILF! These
activities help bring mastery-oriented learning back in to a performance-oriented curriculum."
Professor Barry Hymer

Time to think and tru
ly focus on one
thing, and one thing
only

Key Note – Embeddin
g Transformational
Mindsets - Explores
what really happens
in the pursuit of progre
ss and what to do
about it
Allows school leader
s to empower
teachers, pupils and
all stakeholders to
respond positively to
the daily learning
environment
Practical examples of
what you can do
to help you, your sta
ff and pupils strive to
reach their personal
best
Network with other
like-minded
headteachers

Sally Williams, Headteacher, Stanground St. John's CofE Primary School, Peterborough

Superstars Headteacher Conference, March 18

Contact
To confirm your FREE place at our
Annual School Leaders Conference
‘Embedding Transformational Mindsets in
your School’ call Elin Wyn Williams on
0345 241 3682 or email
elin.williams@super-stars.org.uk

FREE
EVENT

March 25th
2020
Hensol Castle
9:15-13:15

To walk away
feeling inspired,
invigorated and
empowered
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Bringing together exceptional School Leaders…
across South West England and South Wales.

Embedding
Transformational Mindsets
in your school
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Embedding Transformational
Mindsets in your School
March 17th 2020, 9:15-13:15

About Will Hussey

Within his workshop Will talks about:

The Barn at Berkeley

Will is an award-winning best-selling author and key-note
speaker, who specialises in making a difference. He
encourages people to think, think again and think differently;
there is another way...

Action or Distraction?
Life is busy; there’s a whole load of competing demands for our time
and attention, both in and out of the classroom. Of course, ‘empty
vessels make the most noise,’ so the saying goes, and learning to think
about the things worth thinking about is harder than it may first seem.
‘Action or Distraction,’ explores what really happens in the pursuit of
progress, and what to do about it…

Nestling on the edge of the
Cotswolds, in the heart of Berkeley
Vale, The Barn at Berkeley
is a breath taking Cotswold stone
venue, lovingly restored and full of
distinctive charm and character.

Purpose and Perspective
90% of us believe we’re above average. Ofsted isn’t satisfied with
satisfactory anymore. Estyn finds adequate somehow inadequate. In a
world of mixed messages, it’s easy to lose sight of what matters, and
even harder to charter a course through such turbulent times. Or
maybe not. Maybe there’s a way of recalibrating our co-ordinates and
seeking calmer waters.

Set in 185 acres of beautiful
Gloucestershire countryside, The Barn
at Berkeley is a privately run, family
business. The land, originally part of the
historic Berkeley Estate, has been in the
Cullimore family for over 75 years.

Will has a degree in Physical and Adventure Education, which is
pretty much how he thinks all education should be. Devoting more
than 20 years to facilitating creative thinking, teaching and learning
Will soon came to realise the importance of cultivating mindset
alongside curriculum. He works with a wide variety of individuals,
schools and organisations, both at home and abroad, helping them
to believe in better.
Will specialises in transformational thinking for ages 5 to 105; often
initiating small changes that make a big difference. His innovative
Transformational Mindset programme is refreshingly different and
has been received to rave reviews.
It's genuinely never too late to learn...
Will Hussey – Art of Brilliance – Embedding Transformational
Mindsets
Learning is all in the mind. Which means that teaching and
learning is an inside job; displays, resources - even the curriculum are little more than background noise without the capacity to
ingest and make sense of what’s between the ears. Fathoming just
how to craft the right messages, and make them stick, is key to
transforming the classroom climate. In short; mindset matters.

The Boiler Cupboard
- is not responsible for the climate in the classroom. Turning the heat
up and down a notch is key to facilitating learning, but knowing just
when, why and by how much is the trick. Installing a ‘smart,’ thermostat
empowers teachers and pupils to readily respond to the daily learning
environment.
That Loving Feeling
Hopefully you’ve not lost it. Rekindling our zest, zip and zeal is perhaps
the most valuable contribution we can make in ensuring a flourishing
school community. A little personal development, and a dose of personal
‘remembering,’ helps us all get back to our personal best.
Will's workshop contains a blend of thought-provoking practicaltasks
and opportunities forreflection. With a mixture of familiar themes and
original, alternative philosophies, the SuperStars annual conferences
provide the perfect forum for first-time attendees and loyal returning
heads alike.

The Barn at Berkeley
Berkeley Heath Berkeley
Gloucestershire GL13 9EW

Or

March 25th 2020, 9:15-13:15

Hensol Castle
As you would expect with a 17th
Century stately home, Hensol Castle
has an abundance of history, that’s
just waiting to be discovered.
There’s striking features at every
turn, from turrets and gothic towers
to sweeping staircases and original
architecture, all of which are encased in
the magnificent walls of this 400-year
old castle. Set within an enchanting
estate, which boasts 650 acres of rolling
Welsh countryside, a 15 acre serpentine
lake, the Grade I listed Hensol Castle
provides an unrivalled setting.

Hensol Castle
Hensol Castle Park Hensol
Vale of Glamorgan
CF72 8JX

